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MUSINGS
         ,      “ ”.  I sometimes stand back and take a look at myself all I can say is weird I  

'      ,       .    dont think in a bad way my interests are not always mainstream My TV often 
           .     consists of shows that open up a world I never knew about Did you know that 

              outside of Rome there is a mountain that is made up completely of broken water 
.                 urns They were used at one time to bring water into the city prior to the canals 
   .             that were used later They were only used once and were thrown into this pile that 
      .     over many years became a small mountain See what I mean?

              There is this unusual show on NGEO that has a couple of characters driving a 
 .      “ ”.        panel truck The show is called Pickers They drive all over the country looking 

    .        .    for stashes of old stuff By that I mean antiques and memorabilia It is fascinating 
           .       the things they can dug out of an old barn or attic Needless to say some of the 

      “ ”       characters they meet who keep this stuff are more unique at times than the 
  .      , ,   treasure they find I have seen old bicycles motorcycles hand cranked machines 

       .    .       to shell the kernels off a corn cob Milk separators There have been the ever 
 , ,    ,    .   popular signs Texaco The Flying Red Horse and our favorite cigarettes I suppose 

         .   ,    you are wondering what this has to do with anything For me the fact that they 
      , ,        are digging out items that are fifty sixty seventy and eighty or more years old in  
   ,             not the important part it is the fact that many of the items were things that were 

    .           present on my Grandfathers farm Some of the things he had and we still used 
   .    “ ”        were old even then What the Pickers find that is a rare treasure were everyday 
  .       ,       items to us They see a rare antiquity that means a possibility of substantial 
  .           ,   .  profits for them What I see is far more important than a profit I see memories I 

            cranked those milk separators and marveled at how the cream was separated from 



 .       ,        the milk I cranked that old corn sheller and thought it was easier than using your 
,    .             hand it was no picnic It was like cranking that old ice cream maker when it was 

 .              .almost frozen The difference was the ice cream maker had a real reward for you  
 , ,   '     .Those cows pigs and chickens didnt even say thank you
               I think one of the joys of going to a museum is seeing things you remember 

 .           from childhood It always brings up memories surrounding the item that spreads 
              .   far beyond the item itself to everyday life we were living when we had it We then 

  ,   ,     .     remember the people the circumstances and the memories grow I am well 
           , ,aware that not all my memories would be labeled as good memories however  

             .     they are mine and they are what help make me what I am today They all had a 
               purpose in my life and I will always cherish them I hope the Newsletter can 
     ,        perhaps make some memories for you and better yet bring back some that may 

  .   '        ,     have been dormant I dont think we should live in the past but we should revel in 
     .the life of memories we have

   2011TULSA BLIZZARD OF

    The Tulsa Blizzard of 2011        will be remembered and talked about for many 
    .    years to come in Tulsa On January 20,       ;  two inches of snow fell in Tulsa January 31, 

0.8         inches ended the month for a total of 3.6   .   inches of snow February 1,  13.2 
 ,         '  .   inches fell the most snow in a single day in Tulsas history February 3, 3.6 inches 

,   '    fell bringing the months snowfall to 16.8 .       inches The seasons total snow fall in 
      January and February now stands at 22.5 .      inches The previous record was 19.7 

   ,  inches set in March 1924.     .       It was cold too Oklahoma established a new state 



  .       record for cold Bartlesville temperature dropped to -28   ,degrees on Thursday  
 February 10,    -          setting a new all time record low for Oklahoma and not more than a 

     ,         couple of hours after the report it was reported Nowata hit a low of -31 .degrees  
   ,    To add some perspective as of 10:30 ,   AM it was 32   ,  degrees in Anchorage 12 

  ,  degrees in Moscow 25     degrees in Calgary and 27   .   , degrees in Oslo In Tulsa the 
   temperature dropped to -12 ,       degrees making it the coldest morning since January 

22, 1930.
  More than 1,000        people were treated in hospitals for weather related 

.    -  , injuries Of winter storm related injuries 750     .   were a result of falls Four fatalities 
 ,           were reported including three who died when their vehicle plunged off a bridge 
           .    near Miami and one who died from a head injury while sledding Other injuries 

       ,   caused as a result of the winter weather include 160 -transportation related 
, incidents 94   , cuts or piercings 35    , people struck by objects 22 ,  poisonings and 4 

  .due to exposure
        ,   The record snow and cold caused various problems both foreseeable and 

.         ,    unforeseeable School was closed for nine straight days trash service was 
,     ,       delayed streets were blocked by vehicles making it impossible for the snow plows 

    ,      .   to get down the streets buses and emergency services were delayed The adage 
  ,         ,    of neither snow rain nor hail will delay mail was proven wrong for Tulsa did not 

     .     ,    have mail delivery for several days Ceilings in schools boat dock and casinos 
.     collapsed There were nearly 150        .water main breaks during the two week period  

          .    The Tulsa World Newspaper failed to publish a number of days Grocery stores 
         .    were depleted of milk and bread and various canned goods Potholes are 

.             ,   everywhere A final cost for the storm has yet to be determined but officials  
            estimate the response cost for the various storms will be roughly between $2.5 

 and $3 .million
       -  ,  19 The most amazing to me was a record breaking Tuesday when people 

   .       filed Emergency Protective Orders People with the Domestic Violence Intervention 
       ,     Services said the magnitude of recent snow storms might have contributed to the 

-  .             record breaking numbers Any time you are locked in the house and the kids are 
      ,        home for an extended period of time those are stresses that can make things 

.escalate



RESPONSES

 ( )   Suzy Loveless Pope   : “      wrote the following Betty Bishop Moncrief and I were 
       .  .  .   .neighborhood buddies forever as well as Cleveland Jr H S and Rogers friends  

       .       , Then we went our different ways after graduation We met again in Georgia and 
   ,           had a great visit but drifted off again except for holiday greetings and finally lost 

.                touch With your help Betty wrote me not long ago and we thought we were 
 .              together again Now I have memory loss and cannot find her letter or new Texas 

.     ?   -   :  address Can you help me My e mail address is @ .suzypope cox net .  Thanks 
   ,   .        !”for a wonderful newsletter so well done Have a happy and blessed New Year  

(        '      –  -Suzy sent a donation and we sent Bettys new address to her a win win!!)
“           .   -   Merry Christmas to you all and thanks for your hard work My e mail continues to 

:   be @ .BobCarol cox net  .”        We enjoyed receiving this from  ( )Carol Ansell  
.Shipley   (  ,  )Donation included thanks Carol

“             .     I saw in the last news letter a mention of Suzy Loveless Pope Would it be possible 
        - ?   '        for you to send me her address or e mail I havent heard from her for so long and 

       .        .”  (would like to get in touch with her Thank you so much and Happy Holidays Yes 
  ,     you guessed it this was sent by  ( )  .Betty Bishop Moncrief      'We did send Suzys 

-    .  '  -   :  e mail address to Berry Bettys e mail address is @ .bettymonc yahoo com  .

    We received this from  Frank Wood.  “         The left hand picture of Will Rogers is from 
        .      the Claremore entranceway to the patio and his tomb The right hand picture is 
            the entranceway to the original Philbrook Museum before they made the rebuild on 
 .”  ( , ,     2     the place Yes Frank you correctly identified the mystery pictures in the last 

newsletter!!  Congratulations!! -          Now you will have to put on your thinking cap 
     .)for the one in this issue
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 ( )  Joan Wadlow Case : “          wrote Best wishes for a joyous Christmas and a New Year 
     .         of good health and much happiness Many thanks to the newsletter gang for 

        '  keeping us up to date on the class of '52.         Joan also shared some of the events of 
   the past year (2010)  .        in retirement Summer and fall in the upper Sacramento 

    ,         valley were beautiful and mild a wonderful year for gardening being ahead on 
.           :    ,     rainfall They were able to do a bit of traveling Joe to Riverside CA to a new 

    ,        museum for his flying organization Joan attended a three day animal training 
  , ,           ,conference in Portland OR visiting relatives and friend in San Diego and La Jolla  

        .      and visiting the famous San Diego Wild Animal Park Plans for the winter include 
   .        Carmel and points south They still enjoy their dear little 14 .   lb Package of energy 

 , .          .  (  and cuteness Gracie She is such fun and a great family companion Joan and 
       ).      Joe previously raised Donkeys for fun and shows They now have chickens housed 

    “ ”     .     in a very fancy coop which was ordered form England They are anticipating a 
        .  (  ,    new year full of fun and fascinating new projects Thanks Joan for sharing and for 

    !!)the donation for our newsletter

   ED AND JOANNE STADLER

!  ..   HELP AGAIN SEVERAL LOST CLASSMATES

   4          We have lost classmates since our last mailing in November as their Newsletters 
     .        were returned with no forwarding address If you have any current address please 

  .          let us know Send the information to Jody Quinten @ .jodyq gmail com   or Ed 
  Stadler @ .ejstadler cox net .      :They were mailed as follows

 Joan Jones,  12735 . E 39 th ., ,  St Tulsa OK 74148
  Jim Lee Perry,  . .  P O Box 635, , Crane MO 65633

  Jerry Pfister Hendrickson,  849 .  ., ,  N Brighton St Burbank CA 91506
 Jim Ogden,  6910  , ,  FrankhomaRoad Tulsa OK 74131

DONATIONS

          .     “Thanks to all of you who continue to support our newsletter It is free 
”            “ ”standing and we are so grateful for the donations provided by our generous  

.           :   classmates A great big THANK YOU to the following contributors Joan 
( )  ,   ( )  ,   .  ,   ,Wadlow Case Carol Ansell Shipley James C Pharr Richard Reid  

 ( )  ,     ,   ( )Barbara Young Riesinger Kitty Jo Hargrove Collins Suzy Loveless  
.Pope
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 IN MEMORIAM

   Let us keep  ( ) Sue Orvis Arrington        in our thoughts and prayers as she lost 
 , , .  her husband Jim Feb 6,  2011.       Jim and Sue were married 56 .    years He will be 

     .     sorely missed by family and friends We also have    Phylis McGill Williams  in our 
      .          prayers for the loss of her Mother Please remember her and the rest of her family 

 ..              and friends Just as were were going to print we were saddened to hear the 
  passing of  Jamie Pharr.        .     Jamie had a full and productive life He was always a 

         supporter of the Newsletter both financially and with his continuous 
.        .        encouragement We like his family will miss him Our prayers are out to his family 

 .and friends

......60   REUNION YEARS OF EXCELLENCE

         ,        I know it is a bit hard to take in but yess we are quickly approaching the 60th 

     reunion of the Class of 1952.       .     Just for a quick look back I have included three 
   .          .    pictures from the day Do you recognize any of the characters here We will  
       .   '  ,      disclose the name later in this news letter Dont cheat try to figure them out 

  .before you look

           .   It is just one year and three months form out sixtieth reunion Caros 
        .     Southard has agreed to head the committee this year We are extremely grateful 

  .     ,     .      for her decision There is one catch she wants plenty of help We will be able to 
      .       .    reserve the hotel a year in advance And it is imperative to do so Carol will be 

              .  calling a meeting reasonably soon in order to get this decided and taken care of If 
            :you are interested in helping out in any way please contact Carol at  

@ .dfsouthare att net ,  :or phone  918-747-0404.       Please contact Carol if you would 
             .    like to help or pass along any ideas you might have for the Reunion The date 

   ,           .   needs to be set would early summer be best or maybe in the early fall Let her 
   .know what you think

mailto:dfsouthare@att.net


 MYSTERY PICTURE

        .      I want to first address last issues mystery picture I thought someone would guess 
          .     Will Rogers statue at his tomb in the Museum in Claremore However I thought the 

    .         other picture might stump everyone It was the original entrance to Philbrook 
          .     ,before the Museum made the new entrance that is used today Well I was wrong  

    .    .Frank Wood recognized them both Good job Frank
    ,         When it comet to homes the one pictured here could not be further across 

   .       the spectrum from Philbrook Have you seen this house before?     This is a very 
 ,   '          .    recent picture so we didnt dig into the archives in order to fool you If you can  

                figure this one out we will give you a free subscription to the Newsletter just like we 
  .     '      .      gave to Frank N it just dont get any better than that You also get your fifteen 

  .minutes of fame

WEBSITE

      ,         As it was for the last reunion the class website will display all up to date 
    .          information as it comes available You will be able to immediately view the results 

     .        of meetings and the resultant decisions Warren works very hard at keeping the 
   .             website current and relevant His reward is for you to look the site over from time 

 .     :  to time The web address is :// . 52.http www rogersclassof org  .

http://www.rogersclassof52.org/


 MARCH MADNESS

       , ,      I am sure that all of you know Tulsa Compliments of the BOK Center was 
          .     host to round two and three of the NCAA Basketball tournament It was pretty 

        .     exciting being up close and personal with March Madness Admittedly some of us 
  .             are basketball junkies The city rolled out the red carpet and it seems things came 

 .           .    very successfully We will get our final grade sometime next month It was 
           .   estimated that we had from fifty to seventy thousand visitors four days They 

    $spent up to possibly 15,000,000.       .That is a lot of money
             .When the building was built there was a lot of doubt about the project  

               , Would it stand like a shiny albatross making those in favor of it hang their heads or 
      .           , would it be successful for our city In the year and four months it has been open it 

           '    had provided much needed tax dollars at a time our city couldnt have needed it 
.           .more May it continue to be a real asset to Tulsa

  REQUEST FOR HELP

          Our classmate Richard Reid is requesting information and confirmation of the 
            existence of a QOW barracks at the fairgrounds here during World War 2.  Richard 

, “            says Does anyone remember the POW Barracks on the fairgrounds at the south 
  side of 15 th  and Quebec?          Or does anyone remember the prisoners hanging out at 

    the Crown drugstore at 15th  and Harvard?”
“               I had written a story I had proposed for the TulsaWord about the barracks 

   ,       ,  '  and the prisoners but although they said it was very interesting they dont take 
  .           ,first person stories An explanation of that story is on my website  
. .  ,     .www richardswriting com under essays entitled The Barracks

     ,          The reason I need help is in writing the story I contacted the Tulsa World and 
   .     :      they did some research Their findings were Although the projects for housing 

   ,        ,     Italian prisoners was proposed it was too late in the war and the project was 
,     .  '         canceled and the barracks never built Thats nice but you see my family lived in 

     1one of those barracks from 944-1945,        and I many times saw prisoners at the 
 .       Crown drug Can anyone substantiate this for me?”

 Richard Reed

             The Newsletter staff and I have contacted classmates who lived in the area and 
            .   might have had some input and found no concrete information for Richard I have 

             .  contacted the Tulsa Historical Society and they have yet to get back to me , So if  
          any of you have information or remembrances that would help Richard  

       '       .please contact him or contact me and I ll see that he gets your input
 Ed Stadler



 IN CLOSING

              'I want to apologize for something you would know nothing about if I didnt 
 .  ,    ?    '  .         tell you So why tell you I really dont know We have had plans for the last tow 

          .   , ,newsletters an article we know would be of interest to all The weather illness  
         .       and a dash of procrastination has kept us from it We will accomplish our mission in 
  .the next issue

        . . .    We have done some extensive research on the P O W Barracks on the 
     .         .fairgrounds and have come up empty An article from the Historical Society in Ok  

      .         .   City lists no POW camps in Tulsa There were a lot of them in Oklahoma One in 
,        .        Bixby and many more spread through the state There was at one time over 

22,000    .        POWs incarcerated in Oklahoma Made up of mostly German and Italian 
.              prisoners It may have been that no prisoners were ever housed at the 

,    '          .fairgrounds but that doesnt mean the barracks were not built and later used  
      .       Remember the housing situation after the War If you know anything about this 

     .     .please let us or Richard know It has become interesting

                 If you have something of interest you would like us to explore in the way of a story 
   .        .   '     please let us know We look forward to next time Dont forget the up coming 

.Reunion

 NEWSLETTER GANG

   .Answers to people pictures
 ,      ( ) ,  ( ) First picture left to right Carolyn Sue White Cravens Sharleen Oxley Beil

 ,       ( )  ,   ( )Second Picture left to right Mary Jane Ohmart Baker Donna Chancellor  
Passmore

 ,    ,  ,  ,  Third Picture burried in sand Bud Stunkard Bill Waggoner Joe Sullivan


